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bright lit glass

glass buildings

but crack after crack

then appeared

cracks appeared

& water poured in

& the rain & the seas

engulfed

engulfed

all architecture

all that the winds & desert sands

didn’t devour

in the mind’s eye
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prophets: speaking of woe speaking of loss speaking of 
destruction | though sometimes of joy & gain

where no one believes in evil then evil can succeed with ease

home or homelessness
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remembering: there was a session on nonsense poetry but I was 
too shy to  attend | a café in central Melbourne when? 
1960s sometime | close to  where I tried to put on a play 
& failed | two of the actors who quit said it  didn’t mean 
anything I remember that too

nonsense might be a limit yes of course but not to be strived 
for | nor settled for

the impossible the possible | the gospel sung & prayers | smoke 
mirrors mirrors smoke | or else glass & flame 
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cliffs: black | white | red

poplars conifers pines | or salt marshes

seeds we might plant in our garden (large leaved lime trees)
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the poet who rode off on a bicycle while I called after him to 
stop: does he exist? does he write to please the clever ah 
so pleased yes clever but not too clever does he write to 
score points yes to win disciples yes is he political? he 
thinks so

the fire if not the winds the winds if not the fire

you faked your own death over & over old friend but you are 
dead I wake saying | dressed even then even now
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did I spend the afternoon in Kew Gardens? yes instead of 
attending a British  Council job interview? yes | did I call 
a prominent poetry editor & critic a jerk? yes but to his 
face? yes | did I regularly fall out with poets editors  
publishers who could have helped me? of course I did

would I ever want to be a bibliographer again? in a subsequent 
life say? no what sort of life would that be?

& is any of it of any consequence now?
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what does it mean when an ikon is put alongside a Francis 
Bacon or even a Matisse in an art museum? 

it tells you that the ikon is in the wrong place
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your grandparents’ black & white photograph your grand-
children’s colour photograph

pigments laid out for use

portraits & dreams
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did I make her cry? yes & I can’t remember how or why little 
girl that she was | O I’ve thought & thought | South 
Melbourne 1960s no not then surely late 50s | next door 
neighbour

home a home so yes a home | the door the gate | the elements 
rain especially O yes rain
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skin as if finely sandpapered it was her cheeks I wanted to kiss 
even more than her lips | as she smoked a cigarette an 
older woman on a coach with me | oblivious of me | & 
why decades later still remember?

colour compositions musical notes matched to colours & the 
colours laid out as if a musical score & then translated 
into music… 

oblivion | oblivion? still a memory

music matched to colour

moonlit no | coach lights
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coming back to London from Devon on a bus one time | a stop  
at a cafeteria on the jukebox on the road again that high  
male voice plaintive | or was that in a film half-
remembered? or a dream?
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smoke & mirrors or mirrors & smoke

small birds flit & feed & flit

conifers | doves on top of the bird table 

I can’t you said I can’t he said I can’t she said I can’t I

I drank wine I fell I drank & fell

then snow then ice
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he stabbed her in the throat with a pitchfork | manure | I read  
this & read it & again read it | he stabbed her yes his 
friend | who’d slept with another | he was convicted 
imprisoned then released
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I fail & fail again examinations & entire courses I passed | fail 
to get degrees I have & fail to get degrees never desired

books freeze dried or fan dried

rare books incunabula the library’s basement flooded & flooded 
again

& poetry books yes water came flooding through the roof 
repeatedly 

I was there 




